Crick base pairing) as well as processing of genetic RNA performs a multitude of essential cellular functions involv-information (by forming intricately structured, often ing the maintenance, transfer, and processing of genetic informa-catalytically active components of the processing mation. The reason probably is twofold: (a) Life started as a prebiotic chinery (1)). The discovery of this dichotomy has fos-RNA World, in which RNA served as the genetic information tered the idea of a prebiotic "RNA World," in which carrier and catalyzed all chemical reactions required for its prolif-RNA was the sole genetic material that autocatalyteration and (b) some of the RNA World functions were conserved ically replicated in the absence of proteins, setting the throughout evolution because neither DNA nor protein is as adept in fulfilling them. A particular advantage of RNA is its high propen-stage for the development of life on earth (2). Apparsity to form alternative structures as required in subsequent steps ently, some relics of this RNA World are conserved until of a reaction pathway. Here I describe fluorescence resonance the present day in the replication, transcription, splicenergy transfer (FRET) as a method to monitor a crucial confor-ing, editing, and translation machineries that feature mational transition on the reaction pathway of the hairpin ribo-RNA as an essential component.
RNA was the sole genetic material that autocatalyteration and (b) some of the RNA World functions were conserved ically replicated in the absence of proteins, setting the throughout evolution because neither DNA nor protein is as adept in fulfilling them. A particular advantage of RNA is its high propen-stage for the development of life on earth (2). Apparsity to form alternative structures as required in subsequent steps ently, some relics of this RNA World are conserved until of a reaction pathway. Here I describe fluorescence resonance the present day in the replication, transcription, splicenergy transfer (FRET) as a method to monitor a crucial confor-ing, editing, and translation machineries that feature mational transition on the reaction pathway of the hairpin ribo-RNA as an essential component.
zyme, a small catalytic RNA motif from a self-replicating plant While the ability to form Watson-Crick base pairs is virus satellite RNA and well-studied paradigm of RNA folding. a convincing reason for nucleic acids to store and read Steady-state FRET measurements in solution allow one to mea-out genetic information up to the present day, it may be sure the kinetics and requirements of docking of its two indepenless obvious why RNA largely survived the continuous dently folding domains; time-resolved FRET reveals the relative evolutionary challenge of protein enzymes to take over thermodynamic stability of the undocked (extended, inactive) the catalytic role in the processing of genetic informaand docked (active) ribozyme conformations; while single-molecule FRET experiments will highlight the dynamics of RNA at the tion. Two plausible reasons are given here. First, RNA individual molecule level. Similar domain docking events are can encode a biologically functional structure in a very expected to be at the heart of many biological functions of RNA, short piece of genetic information. Examples are the and the described FRET techniques promise to be adaptable to "small" catalytic RNAs, or "ribozymes," that typically most of the involved RNA systems. ᭧ 2001 Academic Press catalyze specific self-processing reactions in the rollingcircle replication of plant and animal viruses, viroids, or satellite RNAs (3, 4). One of the smallest naturally occurring RNA catalysts is the hairpin ribozyme, as derived from the satellite RNA of the tobacco ringspot RNA is a ubiquitous biopolymer. It constitutes 20% virus (5); it is about 50 nucleotides in length, corresof the dry mass of Escherichia coli. RNA is involved in ponding to 100 bits of genetic information. By compariall aspects of the maintenance, transfer, and processing son, a small protein catalyst of 90 amino acids is enof genetic information. Only recently we have begun to coded by 270 nucleotides or 540 bits of genetic fully understand the reason for this ubiquity: RNA has information. Second, RNA can undergo substantial unique properties as a biomolecule, since it can serve structural rearrangements in the course of a reaction a role in the coding and decoding (by specific Watsonpathway without the need for an external energy source. Examples are again the hairpin ribozyme, in regulation of satellite RNA replication; group I in-of 16S ribosomal RNA was evaluated by labeling the 5Ј or 3Ј end of various mRNA fragments with one and trons (4) and group II introns (7), which catalyze two disparate steps during self-splicing with distinct struc-the 3Ј end of 16S rRNA with the other fluorophore of a FRET pair (31, 32). More recently, FRET has been tural requirements; and the ribosomal RNAs, which presumably undergo large-scale conformational applied to distance measurements in smaller and better defined RNA structures, such as RNA two-, three-, and changes to translocate the messenger RNA/transfer RNA hybrid after correct decoding of an amino acid and four-way junctions (33-38), tRNA (39) , and the hammerhead ribozyme (40, 41) . In principle, the donortransfer of the growing peptide chain onto the A-site tRNA (8). The question of how these RNA structural acceptor distances obtained can be used as constraints in molecular modeling of the underlying RNA architectransitions occur is closely linked to the problem of how an RNA sequence can specify a three-dimensional fold ture in the absence of a high-resolution NMR or crystal structure (40, 42) . However, the precision of the derived in the first place (the so-called RNA folding problem) (9-12). These problems can exquisitely be attacked by molecular models is sometimes limited (43) due to the uncertainty in the relative orientation of the two fluorothe fluorescence techniques discussed here.
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), also phores and in their exact locations because of their finite sizes and considerable tether flexibility (19, 29). called Förster transfer after Theodor Förster who quantitatively described the phenomenon in the 1940s (13) ,
A particular appeal of fluorescence techniques is that they yield a continuous and highly sensitive signal that originates from a nonradiative dipole-dipole interaction between a donor and an acceptor fluorophore. The can report on dynamic changes in real time. As a result, many high-throughput screening techniques rely on strong dependence of the energy transfer rate k T and hence the energy transfer efficiency E T on the donor-fluorescence assays (44). For example, cleavage by the hammerhead ribozyme and subsequent product disacceptor distance R, with sociation can directly be followed as a breakdown of energy transfer between a donor and acceptor fluoro-
phore on the substrate (45, 46) or on the substrate and ribozyme (47) . These assays have potential applications and in high-throughput screening for effectors of ribozyme activity (48) .
[2] Directly aimed at improving our understanding of RNA structural dynamics are recent advances in observing the tertiary structure transitions of the hairpin ( D , donor fluorescence lifetime in the absence of acceptor; R 0 , Förster distance at which E T is 50%; R 0 is ribozyme by FRET (6, 36, 38, [49] [50] [51] , which are reviewed here. I focus on how to adapt new RNA systems dependent on the spectral overlap of the fluorophore pair used and typically has a value of 20-90 Å ), enables to the use of FRET-based techniques, with the hairpin ribozyme as the pioneering example (for recent, more the calculation of fluorophore distances in the range 10-100 Å from their energy transfer efficiency. When comprehensive overviews over the use of FRET on RNA see (25, 27, 28) ). Similar domain docking events as seen two fluorophores are covalently tethered to defined sites on a biomolecule, or on two molecules in a complex, the in the hairpin ribozyme can be expected to be at the heart of the folding and biological function of many distance between these sites can be measured (for more information on the basics of FRET see (14) ). The dis-RNAs, making the hairpin ribozyme a paradigm for our understanding of RNA structural dynamics (5, 6, 9, 35, tance range accessible by FRET is ideal for many biological macromolecules and fills the gap between that of 36, 52) . The versatility of the fluorescence labeling and analysis techniques described here will most certainly other techniques, such as NMR and electron microscopy.
guarantee their increasing popularity in the "RNA World." Over the years, many excellent reviews have been written on FRET as a technique for structural analysis of biomolecules (15-28) (see also several articles in this issue). In the context of RNA, FRET had been used DESCRIPTION OF METHOD early on for analyzing ribosome function (reviewed in (29)). For example, in the course of translation, changes 1. Getting Started: Designing the RNA System in distance between two tRNAs or a tRNA and a ribosomal protein in the assembled tRNA-ribosome com- Figure 1 summarizes a strategy to adapt a new RNA system to the use of FRET techniques that was tested plex were observed (30). Likewise, the topology of ribosome-bound messenger RNA with respect to the 3Ј end on the hairpin ribozyme. First, one has to decide on the RNA sequence to study. Often, it might be useful to (a) fluorophore derivatives that are resistant to RNA deprotection chemistry, such as fluorescein and cyanine start with a "wild-type" or previously characterized sequence, but it is advisable to check whether this se-phosphoramidites, on the 5Ј end; (b) fluorophores that are resistant to the coupling quence is predicted to fold homogeneously, e.g., using Michael Zuker's RNA folding software "mfold version and deprotection chemistries, such as fluorescein and pyrene, on the 3Ј end and internally, using column sup-3.0" (http://bioinfo.math.rpi.edu/ϳmfold/rna/form1.cgi) (53) . In the case of the hairpin ribozyme, for example, ports and nucleotide phosphoramidites, respectively, modified with linkers carrying the fluorophore; self-complementarity of the wild-type substrate was discovered and could be eliminated by careful redesign (c) aliphatic amino or thiol linkers on the 5Ј or 3Ј end, or internally, that can postsynthetically be coupled of the substrate and substrate-binding strands, under retention of all conserved base positions (54) . This modi-under mild conditions with derivatives, such as aminoreactive succinimidyl esters and thiol-reactive maleification led to improved catalytic (55) and structural behavior (52) .
mides, of chemically sensitive fluorophores, such as rhodamines. Unlike proteins, most RNAs do not contain intrinsic fluorophores (25) . Hence, the most efficient way to sitespecifically introduce the two fluorophores necessary New variations of these themes are continuously being developed, for example, the use of a site-specific phosfor FRET is by synthesizing the fluorophore-containing RNA strand(s). The fluorophore can be added either phorothioate modification for internal labeling (57). Assembling the RNA on an automated DNA/RNA syntheduring or after synthesis; in the latter case, a functional group is introduced that allows for subsequent coupling sizer (from, e.g., PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA; www.appliedbiosystems.com), using ␤ -cyanoethyl to a reactive fluorophore derivative. Detailed descriptions of the many synthetic strategies possible are given phosphoramidite supplied by companies such as Glen Research (Sterling, VA; www.glenres.com), ChemGenes elsewhere (25, 56 At present, the length of a synthetic RNA is restricted to about 50 nt due to limited coupling efficiency per nucleotide cycle. One way to overcome this limitation is to change the RNA strand connectivity; in the case of the hairpin ribozyme, this led to the use of a twopartite ribozyme with fluorophores on the 5Ј and 3Ј ends of the 32-nt-long 5Ј segment, which binds a 21-nt 3Ј segment and a 14-nt substrate (Fig. 2a) . Alternatively, longer RNAs bearing an internal FRET fluorophore
FIG. 1.
Iterative procedure to adapt a new RNA system to the use of FRET for studying its structural dynamics.
pair can be constructed by, e.g., ligating a synthetic, fluorophore-labeled strand with longer RNAs derived location of the fluorophores should be chosen so as to from natural sources or in vitro transcription, using T4 maximize the expected distance changes. DNA ligase and a DNA splint (for review see (56, 58) ).
d. If information on the three-dimensional structure The choice of fluorophores, labeling sites, and tether is available, this should be used to choose a labeling lengths depends on availability, compatibility with bio-site expected to minimally interfere with biological logical function, and the requirements of the experi-function. ments intended. Specific examples are given below for e. Often, the emission of an excited fluorophore is the hairpin ribozyme. In general, the following consid-quenched by a proximal nucleobase through an outererations should be taken into account:
sphere electron transfer between the two species; according to Marcus theory (60), the rate of this quenching a. Each donor-acceptor pair is characterized by a is governed by the frequency of diffusional encounters specific Förster distance R 0 (14, 18); according to Eq. of and the activation barrier for redox chemistry be-[2] changes in FRET efficiency are at a maximum for tween the excited fluorophore and the base (61); theredistance changes around R 0 ; hence, choosing a fluorofore, the choice of RNA sequence immediately adjacent phore pair whose R 0 is close to the measured distance to the fluorophore (and, to some extent, the fluorophore will increase the sensitivity toward distance changes.
tether length (62)) has an influence on quenching; for b. For certain requirements, specific donor-acceptor example, both fluorescein (54) and tetramethylrhodapairs may be better suited than others; for example, mine (63), a popular FRET pair, are quenched by guahigh labeling yields can be obtained with fluorophores nine; this nucleobase-specific quenching has been used incorporated during synthesis (6); a small overlap of to observe secondary structure formation (6, 54), yet it the donor and acceptor emission spectra simplifies their is better avoided to allow for absolute distance measurespectral separation if the contribution of just one fluoroments by time-resolved FRET (25, 36) . phore needs to be extracted for distance measurements f. A sufficient length of the fluorophore tethers is (17, 36) ; while high photostability is a strong selection necessary to ensure their conformational flexibility, incriterion for single-molecule FRET pairs (59) .
c. If structural transitions are to be observed, the dicated by a low fluorescence anisotropy (14); flexibility On manual addition of a tenfold excess of noncleavable substrate analog, significant quenching of the acceptor fluorescence is observed due to rapid ribozyme-substrate complex formation. Subsequently, the acceptor signal increases, while the donor signal decreases at the same rate, indicating reversible transition from an extended to a docked conformation (inset).
becomes important for absolute distance measurements labeled RNA, the additional absorbance of the fluorobetween donor and acceptor from Eq.
[2], since the ori-phores at 260 nm should be taken into account with, entation factor 2 has to be known to be able to calculate e.g., A 260 /A 492 ϭ 0.3 for fluorescein, A 260 /A 535 ϭ 0.3 for the Förster distance R 0 from hexachlorofluorescein, and A 260 /A 554 ϭ 0.49 for tetramethylrhodamine (25) .
At this stage, it is important to check the synthetic RNA for homogeneous folding and proficient biological (⌽ D , donor fluorescence quantum yield in the absence function (Fig. 1 ). An easy way to test for homogenous of acceptor; n, refractive index of medium; J(), spectral folding is to run a nondenaturing gel mobility assay; overlap integral of donor emission and acceptor absorp-for simplicity, electrophoresis can be performed with tion); 2 has a defined value of 2/3 if the fluorophore nonfluorescent control RNA. In the case of the hairpin transition dipole moments have a random relative ori-ribozyme, a 10% polyacrylamide gel in 40 mM Trisentation during energy transfer (14) ; alternatively, 2 , HOAc, pH 7.5, 25 mM Mg(OAc) 2 , run at 10 V/cm and which can range from 0 to 4, would be known for a 4ЊC, proved suitable to observe the homogeneity of a completely fixed relative fluorophore orientation; how-ribozyme-substrate complex formed from trace ever, this is difficult to achieve in a solution-based amounts of 5Ј-32 P-labeled, noncleavable substrate anasystem (64) .
log and an excess of ribozyme in a variety of buffers Once the RNA sequence, strand connectivity, and (66). Oftentimes, such gels can serve a second, even modifications are chosen, the RNA is synthesized, and more important purpose: Depending on their rate of then needs to be deprotected and purified (Fig. 1) . interconversion, native gels may reveal alternative terAgain, more detailed accounts have been given else-tiary structures that are part of the RNA folding pathwhere (25) . In short, a fairly mild deprotection proce-way (67, 68). These are precisely the structures that dure that appears to be compatible with most fluoro-ought to be further characterized by FRET (Fig. 1) . phores added during synthesis is the following:
Alternatively, structural changes as observable by altered gel mobility may be induced by the addition of (a) incubation for 4 h at 65ЊC in 1 ml of a 3:1 mixture of concentrated aqueous ammonia and ethanol (to re-cofactors (67), or the introduction of mutations known move the exocyclic amine protection groups), to interfere with activity (69) . In the case of the hairpin (b) drying in a lyophilizer, ribozyme, biphasic reaction kinetics revealed the pres-(c) 20 h tumbling at room temperature with 800 l ence of two distinct conformers, an inactive extended triethylamine trihydrofluoride (to remove the 2Ј-OH and an active docked ribozyme-substrate complex (55, silyl protection groups), and 70). Mutation of an essential guanosine immediately 3Ј (d) precipitation with 1-butanol, washing with etha-of the substrate cleavage site was found by FRET to nol, and careful drying to remove traces of 1-butanol interfere with folding from the extended to the docked that interfere with gel electrophoresis. conformation (6) (see also Section 2). Other structureprobing techniques such as hydroxyl radical (52) and Recent advances in protection chemistry have considerably improved the yield and ease of deprotection (65) , terbium(III)-mediated footprinting (51) as well as phoespecially since this 2Ј-orthoester-protected RNA is toaffinity crosslinking (71) were used to further characcommercially available (Dharmacon). In any case, full-terize these alternate conformers. It is this combination length RNA is obtained by purification on a denaturing of biochemical and biophysical techniques, performed (8 M urea) 20% polyacrylamide gel. Subsequent C 8 re-in an iterative fashion (Fig. 1) , that has provided us versed-phase HPLC in 100 mM triethylammonium ace-with a detailed picture of the interplay of folding and tate, with linear elution gradients of 0-40 and 0-60% function in the hairpin ribozyme. acetonitrile (50 min, 1 ml/min) for unlabeled and laUnder the assumption that they will be applicable to beled strands, respectively, removes not fully depro-many other RNA systems designed based on the rules tected material and other contaminants. Under these above, the FRET techniques developed for the hairpin conditions, fluorophore-labeled RNA is considerably reribozyme will be described in the following. First, a tarded relative to unlabeled RNA. If desired, fluorosteady-state FRET assay to observe relative structural phores may be coupled to aliphatic amino and thiol changes is discussed; it avoids many complications asgroups at this stage. Subsequently, the labeled RNA is sociated with measuring absolute distances while exrecovered by ethanol precipitation and extensive washploiting the capability of FRET to study processes in ing with 80% ethanol, and is repurified by C 8 reversedphase HPLC. To obtain an accurate concentration for real time. were recorded using the fluorometer software package. studies of the junction between the two independently First, on substrate addition, a strong acceptor quench folding domains A and B of the hairpin ribozymeand slight donor dequench were observed (Fig. 2b) . At substrate complex (5), we suspected that a conformathe same time, an increasing fluorescence anisotropy tional change, docking of the two domains, occurred of the acceptor revealed the decreasing fluorophore moafter binding and before the chemical step of the reacbility on substrate binding (6). Under the conditions tion. To observe this structural transition by FRET, we used, substrate binding is fast and occurs within the used a two-strand version of the hairpin ribozyme and manual mixing time (54) . Because the fluorescence delabeled its 5Ј segment with a 5Ј-hexachlorofluorescein crease was observed only with cognate substrate, we acceptor and a 3Ј-fluorescein donor fluorophore (Fig. conclude that the rapid acceptor quench is mostly due 2a) (we found later that other fluorophore pairs work to quenching of hexachlorofluorescein in the ribozymejust as well). This design ensures the presence of exactly substrate complex, presumably by a base-specific elecequimolar amounts of both fluorophores. A 10-fold mo-tron transfer mechanism involving the 3Ј-terminal uralar excess of the 3Ј-ribozyme segment was annealed cils of the substrate (54) . with the 5Ј segment by heating to 70ЊC for 2 min, folSubsequently, the donor fluorescence decreased over lowed by cooling down to room temperature over 5 min, several minutes, while the acceptor fluorescence into saturate the fluorescently labeled strand (typically creased at the same rate. This observation strongly used at 20-50 nM for a good signal-to-noise ratio).
Laying the
suggests that the underlying molecular process inSteady-state fluorescence spectra and intensities volves increasing FRET between the two fluorophores, were recorded on an Aminco-Bowman Series II spec-as expected for their approach on domain docking in trofluorometer from Spectronic Unicam (Rochester, NY; the ribozyme-substrate complex (Fig. 2b) . From the www.spectronic.com) in a cuvette with 3-mm excitation temporal change in the ratio Q ϭ F 560 /F 515 , a relative and emission path lengths (150-l total volume). This measure of FRET efficiency, the rate constant of the instrument allows for the parallel detection of both flu-transition between extended and docked complex could orophores during a time course, by continually shifting be extracted and its dependence on RNA and buffer the emission monochromator back and forth. Water to modifications studied (6). It is important to note that, set up buffer solutions was degassed and argon-satu-for a reversible docking step, the observed docking rate rated to minimize photobleaching of the fluorophores constant k dock,obs of (0.64 Ϯ 0.04) min Ϫ1 under standard over extended excitation times. In addition, buffers conditions is a combination of at least the elementary were typically supplemented with 25 mM dithiothreitol docking and undocking rate constants: (DTT) as radical quencher and singlet oxygen scavenger (73). Sample temperature was regulated by a circulatk dock,obs ϭ k dock ϩ k undock .
[4] ing water bath, taking the temperature difference between bath and cuvette content into account.
k dock,obs can be further dissected only by an independent Both substrate (here and in the following, unless oth-measurement of the docking equilibrium constant (poserwise stated, we used a noncleavable substrate analog sible by time-resolved FRET, see Section 3) or the unwith a deoxy modification at the cleavage site, S(dA Ϫ1 ), docking rate constant (possible in single-molecule exthat shows undisturbed structure formation) and as-periments, see Section 4). A measured fraction of 65% sembled ribozyme were separately preincubated for 15 docked ribozyme-substrate complex under standard min in buffer (typically 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 12 conditions (see Section 3) leads to estimates for k dock mM MgCl 2 , 25 mM DTT), at the reaction temperature and k undock of 0.53 and 0.32 min
Ϫ1
, respectively. That (typically 25ЊC). Fluorescence data acquisition was makes docking into an active ribozyme-substrate comstarted, and hairpin ribozyme-substrate complex was plex about 3.5 times faster than cleavage and, therefore, formed by manually mixing 145 l ribozyme solution at the most partially rate-limiting (6). in the fluorometer cuvette with 5 l substrate stock Strikingly, most modifications to the RNA or reaction solution (supplying a saturating 10-fold substrate ex-conditions that inhibit catalysis do so by interfering cess). Alternatively, structural transitions can be in-with docking. For example, substitution of the guanosine immediately 3Ј of the cleavage site (G +1 ) with A, duced by the addition of Mg 2+ , or a stopped-flow reactor C, or U results in profound inhibition of the reaction docking was observed. In general, all Watson-Cricktype combinations between the substrate ϩ1 and ribo-(74). Use of the G +1 A variant in the FRET assay showed that the modified substrate binds to the substrate-bind-zyme 25 positions showed a similar behavior, strongly suggesting the existence of a transient interaction being strand, as indicated by quenching of the ribozyme's 5Ј-hexachlorofluorescein. However, no subsequent in-tween these positions (50) .
For a substrate variant with a U +2 G mutation, cleavcrease in FRET was observed, in contrast to the complex with the wild-type S(dA Ϫ1 ) substrate (Fig. 3a) . There-age activity is decreased fourfold (74), but domain docking remains efficient. However, the FRET signal infore, we could conclude that the mechanism of inhibition by the G +1 A substitution involves blocking of the crease clearly displays a second, slower phase, a unique feature among all tested modifications of sequence or essential domain docking step. When a second mutation, C 25 U, was introduced into domain B, catalytic ac-conditions (Fig. 3a) . This second phase leads to a higher overall amplitude of the FRET increase which can be tivity was largely restored, despite the fact that still no correlated with a higher abundance of docked complex. This observation invokes a mechanism of functional interference by a U +2 G mutation, in which the ribozyme-substrate complex becomes trapped in a nativelike docked fold, proceeding only slowly to the transition state (75) . We also used the steady-state FRET assay to compare docking of ribozyme-substrate complex domains A and B under a variety of ionic conditions. As expected, divalent metal ions that promote catalytic activity, such as Mg 2+ , Ca 2+ , and Sr
2+
, lead to efficient docking (6). Significantly, high (Ͼ 1 M) concentrations of monovalent cations, such as Na + , also promote efficient cleavage and docking (49) (Fig. 3b) . These results support earlier evidence that metal ions are not obligatory chemical participants in the reaction catalyzed by the hairpin ribozyme (5). They rather appear to assist the RNA in folding into an active docked conformation by neutralizing its negative backbone charges. With all likelihood, the RNA fold itself then contributes all functional groups necessary for catalysis. Interestingly, the lanthanide ion terbium(III) interferes with catalysis by competing for an essential cation binding site in domain B, yet it does not block domain docking as observed by steady-state FRET (51) .
These results demonstrate the versatility of a steadystate FRET assay to directly observe the kinetics of an RNA folding event in solution under a variety of conditions. Analyses using time-resolved FRET can strongly complement these data by supplying informa- (a) the enhanced fluorescence of the acceptor; mixture was heat-denatured for 2 min at 70ЊC, then allowed to cool to room temperature over 5 min. The (b) the decreased fluorescence quantum yield of the donor; sample (150 l) was incubated in a quartz cuvette at measurement temperature (standard: 17.8ЊC) for at (c) the change in fluorescence anisotropy of the donor and acceptor; or least 15 min, prior to collecting time-resolved emission profiles of the fluorescein donor using time-correlated (d) the decrease in donor fluorescence lifetime.
single-photon counting (14) . Excitation was at 514.5 nm with 90-ps-duration pulses, picked down to 1.87 Once E T is determined and R 0 is obtained from Eq.
[3], Eq. [2] can be used to calculate the donor-acceptor MHz, from a mode-locked argon-ion laser (Coherent Innova 100-12); isotropic emission detection to Ͼ40,000 distance to gain insight into the architecture of the RNA to which the fluorophores are coupled. However, most peak counts was performed under magic angle polarizer conditions at 530 nm (single-grating monochromator methods will yield a single E T value from which a single donor-acceptor distance is derived. That contrasts with with 16-nm slit width plus 530-nm-cutoff filter). Decays were typically collected in 2048 channels with a samthe fundamental structural dynamics any biomolecule displays in solution. For an RNA molecule, in particu-pling time of 18.0 ps/channel, using a microchannel plate photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R2809U-01) feedlar, large-scale conformational dynamics have to be taken into account as part of its biological function. In ing into a time-correlated single-photon counting system with multichannel analyzer (Ortec). An instrument addition, the fluorophore tethers contribute to the range of molecular motions of donor and acceptor.
response function was measured as the scattering signal from a dilute solution of nondairy coffee creamer. Haas, Steinberg, and co-workers have pioneered the use of time-resolved FRET (trFRET) to reveal the con-This function was used to deconvolute the fluorescence decay data (36) . formational dynamics in polypeptides (76) . The idea is simple: On the time scale of a typical donor fluorophore
It is important to note that the conditions used to obtain these high-precision decay data require a signifilifetime in the excited state (nanoseconds), any molecular motion is slow and the donor-acceptor distance ap-cant acquisition time of tens of minutes. Hence, only samples in thermodynamic equilibrium can be studied. pears fixed. Therefore, each individual donor-acceptor distance will be characterized by a unique donor fluo-"Time-resolved" FRET therefore refers to the fact that fluorescence decay data are measured, while the FRET rescence lifetime. A flexible molecule population will display a range of donor-acceptor distances that re-efficiency needs to remain constant over time to obtain meaningful data. veals itself in a mixture of donor lifetimes. If the donor fluorescence decay is determined with high enough preTo derive distance information, two time-resolved fluorescence decays were collected: one for the sample with cision, the underlying range of donor-acceptor distances can be resolved (14) . acceptor in place, one under identical conditions but employing a donor-only RNA complex. The time-retrFRET has been successfully used to extract distance distributions from proteins and oligosaccharides solved decay of fluorescein emission in the donor-only complex was used to extract the two or three intrinsic (for review, see (14)). Millar and co-workers have applied the technique to DNA, especially junction struc-donor lifetimes i with their fractional contributions ␣ i by a sum-of-exponentials fit. The data from the doubly tures (reviewed in (23)), showing that a four-way, socalled Holliday junction exists as an equilibrium mix-labeled complex I DA (t) were then fitted with a model for distance distributions, ture of two conformational isomers (77) . This analogy prompted us to investigate the hairpin ribozyme by trFRET.
To this end, a 5Ј-fluorescein donor and a 3Ј-tetramethylrhodamine acceptor were attached to the construct used for the previous steady-state FRET study (36) .
where the first sum refers to the number of distribuThe attachment site of the donor next to A:U base pairs tions, either one or two, each with fractional population ensured the absence of quenching effects by guanine, f k and distance distribution P k (R). Distance distribusimplifying lifetime data analysis; the choice of a rhodations were modeled as weighted gaussian, mine allowed for clean optical separation of the acceptor emission. RNA complexes were prepared in standard
[6] buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 12 mM MgCl 2 ) with the fluorophore-labeled strand in 1 M concentration and all other strands in a saturating 3-fold excess (10-where a and b are parameters that describe the shape of the distribution and c is a normalization constant. fold in the case of the cleavage product analogs). The Equation [5] was used to fit experimental data by nonIt is important to note that other methods that yield RNA structural information often fail to do so on conlinear least-squares regression, with a, b, and f k for each distribution as adjustable parameters. The i and former mixtures. By contrast, trFRET extracts distances between donor-acceptor labeling sites on the ␣ i values from the donor-only decay were used under the assumption that each intrinsic donor lifetime is two hairpin ribozyme conformers, useful for molecular modeling purposes, and also quantifies their relative influenced independently by the presence of the acceptor in distance R and is split into a lifetime distribu-abundance in equilibrium (36) .
Application of trFRET to resolve and quantify the tion by the distribution in R.
Two distance distributions were used for analysis distribution between docked and extended conformers defines the equilibrium constant for docking K dock : when a single distribution failed to give a good fit, as judged by the reduced 2 value and by inspection of residuals. In all such cases the inclusion of a second
[7] distribution resulted in dramatic improvement of the fit. The Förster distance R 0 was evaluated for the donor-acceptor pair (R 0 ϭ 55 Å ) according to Eq. [3] and Together with Eq.
[4] and the kinetic data presented in Section 2, the elementary docking and undocking assuming a value of 2/3 for the orientation factor. The latter assumption was supported by time-resolved fluo-rate constants k dock and k undock , respectively, are accessible. In addition, the associated free energy difference rescence anisotropy decay experiments that revealed large-amplitude rotational motions of both fluorescein ⌬G dock ϭ ϪRT ln(K dock ) between the two structurally defined minima in the folding free energy landscape of and tetramethylrhodamine (36) .
Using trFRET, we were able to neatly resolve the the hairpin ribozyme can be calculated (36) . We found that mutations, the nature of the helical junction beequilibrium distribution between the two hairpin ribozyme conformational isomers in solution (Fig. 4) . Sixty-tween domains A and B, and changes in metal ion concentration can shift the equilibrium distribution befive percent of the wild-type population reside in the active docked conformation with a mean donor-acceptor tween docked and extended conformers from an undetectable (Ͻ2%) to a strongly prevalent (95%) distance of 34 Å (FWHM, 18 Å ), while 35% of the population adopt the inactive extended conformation with a docked fraction. Accordingly, ⌬G dock ranges between ϩ2.3 and Ϫ1.7 kcal/mol, and can be measured by distance of 78 Å (FWHM, 18 Å ). As a control and consistent with the previous steady-state FRET experiments trFRET with high precision.
Connecting the wild-type substrate to the ribozyme (see Section 2), a G +1 A mutant ribozyme-substrate complex revealed a pattern of donor lifetimes indicative to form a bulged two-way junction slightly stabilizes the docked conformer by 0.28 kcal/mol, consistent with of a single, extended conformation.
FIG. 4.
Revealing the equilibrium between the extended and docked conformers of the hairpin ribozyme by trFRET. If the complex can fold from the initial extended structure into the docked conformer (in the presence of the wild-type G +1 :C 25 interaction) the donor decay data (dots) can only be fitted assuming lifetime contributions from two gaussian donor-acceptor distance distributions, revealing the presence of both extended and docked conformers; the deconvoluted contributions to the donor decay from the extended and docked conformers are represented by thick and thin lines, respectively. The relative abundance of these isomers is obtained directly from the analysis and is reflected in the relative peak areas of the corresponding distance distributions.
previous observations that bulges impose bends into ual RNA molecules by FRET. A study of the hairpin RNA helical junctions (36) . Adding a third and forth ribozyme is currently underway (X. Zhuang, H. Kim, helix to the junction, forming three-and four-way junc-M. Pereira, N. G. Walter, and S. Chu, in preparation). tion constructs, respectively, yielded some unexpected In light of the recent review article by Weiss on singlefindings: The four-way junction strongly favors forma-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy (78) and a similar tion of the docked complex under standard conditions, one by Ha in this issue of Methods, I confine the followleading to an equilibrium in which 95% of the molecules ing discussion to the general relevance of this technique are docked. In contrast, a three-way junction was found for catalytic RNA. to lead to only 39% docked complex (36) .
The steady-state and time-resolved FRET studies reUnder physiological conditions (ca. 1 mM Mg 2+ ), the viewed so far have revealed essential folding pathways relative enhancement of hairpin ribozyme folding by of catalytic RNA. They directly tie in with classic studthe four-way junction is still more dramatic. Here, the ies of enzyme kinetics and are well within the realm of two-way junction yields only 8% docked complex, while the experimental capabilities of many laboratories. By the four-way junction is characterized by more than observing a molecule population in bulk they invoke 90% docked conformation. Similarly for the tempera-an image of conformational rearrangements as a wellture dependence, the four-way junction favors docking ordered set of events with ensemble-averaged characat significantly higher temperatures than does the two-teristics. However, recent single-molecule studies of way junction (36) . In an elegant follow-up study it was polymers have revealed the stochastic nature of folding shown that the higher tertiary structure stability ob-events; identical molecules follow different pathways served for the four-way junction is the result of a lower from one state to the next (79). entropic cost of the docking process (38) . It comes as Single-molecule fluorescence experiments are experilittle surprise, therefore, that nature has chosen a four-mentally challenging, yet they measure a number of way junction as the architectural framework of the hair-qualities that are crucial for catalytic RNA folding. In pin ribozyme in the satellite RNA of the tobacco principle, there are two avenues to such experiments: ringspot virus (5).
Finally, a religation of previously cleaved RNA is part (a) analysis of the laser-induced fluorescence bursts of satellite RNA replication in vivo, and requires assem-from molecules diffusing through the focal point of a bly of a ternary complex for trans reactions in vitro. In confocal microscope (80) (81) (82) and the presence of saturating concentrations of cleavage (b) fluorescence imaging of immobilized molecules product analogs, the global structures of the extended using either scanning confocal microscopy with detecand docked complexes and their equilibrium position tion by avalanche photodiodes (37) or total internal were found to be virtually identical to those observed reflection microscopy with detection by a CCD camwith the cleavage substrate. This observation indicates era (59) . that the docked structure does not change significantly on cleavage and that the energy differences between
The latter study has focused on the folding and funcdocked and extended complexes are the same for tion of the Tetrahymena ribozyme that, despite being cleaved and intact substrates (36) . much larger, shares many general features with the In summary, these results prove trFRET to be an hairpin ribozyme. As it turns out, RNA is quite amenaelegant tool to study the free energy landscape associble to single-molecule techniques since it does not suffer ated with folding of a catalytic RNA from a defined as much as proteins from nonspecific, denaturing adintermediate to a native conformer. The flexibility in sorption to surfaces. the molecule population is revealed and the mean intraIn their Tetrahymena ribozyme study, Chu, molecular distances that are derived may serve as conHerschlag, and co-workers labeled the RNA in two strastraints in molecular modeling of the underlying RNA tegic positions with the highly photostable donorarchitecture. Our next level of understanding will come acceptor pair Cy3 and Cy5 (59) . Neither these modificafrom studying individual molecules of the RNA populations nor surface immobilization altered the catalytic tion by single-molecule FRET (see also article in this activity of the RNA. On docking of the substrate binding issue by Ha) . duplex P1 into the ribozyme core (83), a substantial increase in the FRET efficiency was observed. Time 4. Prospects Beyond Ensemble Measurements:
traces of individual molecules revealed the dynamic Steady-State FRET on Single RNA Molecules nature of the equilibrium between the docked and undocked states, as the RNA continuously flips back and Steve Chu and co-workers have recently developed methods to observe conformational dynamics of individ-forth between these two conformations. The ensemble
